
Cohorts, Grads and Non-

Completers
(THESE ARE THE NUMBERS THAT REALLY NEED TO BE ACCURATE!)



Cohort

 Cohort is based on the date the student first entered the 9th grade-(A 

student can stay in 9th grade as long as they like but they can only enter 

once!)

 4 Year Cohort-is the 4 years it should take to graduate high school

 This year you will be verifying the data for the 2019 Cohort-9th grade entry 

date will from July 1, 2019-June 30, 2023

 August Grads, which get reported in the new school year, count in the Total 

Cohort Graduate Rate (Note: August Grads must have an exit date no later 

then August 31st )



Cohort Definitions



Dropout Exit Codes 



Beware of Exit Code 391

NOTE: If you exit a student with a 391 before the end of the year and the student returns, the student will be 

counted as a dropout. You must delete the 391 code. The student will be absent. This is not an attendance code!!

 391-Long Term Absence-20 consecutive unexcused days-student must be over 

compulsory attendance age to us this code

 If the student’s last enrollment record for the school year ends with Reason for Ending 

Enrollment Code 391, the student will be counted in the annual dropout rate in the 

year reported

 If such a student is of compulsory school age, exit the student with a Reason for Ending 

Enrollment Code 400 — Compulsory age student, stopped attending

 Subsequently, use Reason for Beginning Enrollment Code 8300 — Compulsory age  

student, not attending. 



Graduates vs. Completers

 Graduates exit with a code 799- Graduated (earned a Regents or local diploma)

 Completers generally exit with a code 085-Earned commencement credential. 
This code is for students awarded a CDOS or Skills and Achievement Credential. 

Completers are not counted as Graduates.

 Non-completers are students who exit with a code that makes them a “drop-

out”

 Still Enrolled are students who are in the cohort but have no exit code



Verifying Graduates in Level 0



Data Quality Reports in Level 0

 These are a gift! 

 Enter grad information in Level 0 as early as possible so you can start reviewing these reports

 Demographics>Diploma District/Location Summary-will show you 12th graders with a blank 

credential

 Enrollment>Dropout/Not Graduated Summary-stop the drop!! Review these exit codes for 

accuracy!



Help to Verify Grads, Completers and 

Drop-outs-SIRS 307 and 308



SIRS 307



SIRS 308



SIRS 340-Graduation Exam 

Requirements Summary Report

 Based on demographic information

 If a student has met all exam requirement there is green checkmark

 If a student attempted the exam but did not meet the  requirement, a red 

X will be displayed



SIRS 341-Graduation Exam 

Requirements Detail Report

 Also based on demographic information

 Similar to the SIRS 340-but has additional columns showing all possible 

assessments a student could have take



SIRS 201-Total Cohort Summary Report

 Shows total cohort enrollment and outcomes

 Can select the cohort membership for the 4 year, 5 year and 6 year 

outcomes

 This year review the 2019 Cohort-4 Year Outcome-August 2023



SIRS 750-Student Profile

 Shows the whole history of a student

 Can check on assessments taken in other NYS school districts

 A little gift from SED-based on NYSSIS ids



Can we top this??

 2020 saw an improvement in Grad Rate

 2021-Grad Rate was still amazing

 2022-The Best Year Yet!!

 2023-????

 Note: This may be the last year for the Special Appeal…


